Annex 2: Registration instructions


2. If you like pre-invoice before payment pls. send an email to meconet.me@gmail.com with basic data of those to whom pre-invoice should be send (paper #, Authors and title, address of institution to whom invoice is issued, VAT number etc...)

3. If you like to pay directly, on-line, pls. use [https://payment.meconet.me/](https://payment.meconet.me/) , In the field payment references put DSD2023-WiP1-REG, “WiP1” is the number of the paper.

4. For payment via bank transfer pls. use the following instructions:

   Beneficiary and Account

   MECONET D.O.O., MEŠE SELIMOVICA 12, PODGORICA MONTENEGRO

   IBAN: ME25510000000009839332

   Beneficiary Bank, Swift

   CRNOGORSKA KOMERCIJALNA BANKA, CKB

   SWIFT CODE: CKBCMEPG

5. For all questions regarding payment contact meconet.me@gmail.com